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“I bring you news of a living reality that changes everything. Jesus has come; Jesus will come.
Whatever your own personal darkness, it has been and will be overcome.” Means of Grace is a
weekly devotional culled from the sermons of beloved pastor and theologian Fleming Rutledge,
organized according to the framework of the liturgical calendar. Each entry, compiled and edited
by Rutledge’s friend Laura Bardolph Hubers, begins with a biblical passage and ends with a
short prayer. Those familiar with Rutledge’s work will recognize both her genuine empathy for
human experience and her deep reverence for God. Anyone longing for the wise pastoral
guidance of an adept veteran preacher—one who views Scripture not as bland life lessons or
timeless teaching but as “the living God present and acting in the story of redemption”—will find
here a meaningful companion through the seasons of their spiritual journey that they can return
to year after year.

'With plenty of examples of 'dangerous prayers' from the Bible, this passionate work will inspire
Christians to pray from the heart.' -- Publishers Weekly --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorNew York Times bestselling author Craig Groeschel is the founding and
senior pastor of Life.Church, which created the free YouVersion Bible App and is one of the
largest churches in the world. He has written more than fifteen books and hosts the top-ranking
Craig Groeschel Leadership Podcast. He speaks regularly for the Global Leadership Network,
which reaches hundreds of thousands of leaders around the world annually. Craig and his wife,
Amy, live in Oklahoma. Connect with Craig at .--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Alpaca, “Profound material.. This book so profoundly moves me that I plan to revisit it regularly.
With much to reflect on, these weekly devotions follow the order of the church year from Advent
onward, although they were so good that when I acquired the book and began in early August
(with the particular Sunday after Pentecost) I had to read one daily, and found myself wanting to
go back and reread here and there and meditate on the content.”

Michele Morin, “Glimmers of Sacred Fire. On the second Sunday after Epiphany, I opened
Fleming Rutledge’s Means of Grace: A Year of Weekly Devotions, clueless about the
significance of many of the dates on the liturgical calendar, but, nonetheless, jumping with both
feet into the sixty entries that will carry me through this year. Each brief chapter serves as a
connection to God’s redemptive story, an invitation to pay attention to the big picture of
scripture’s narrative arc.Under the lens of Rutledge’s sanctified imagination, the personal ads
become a “comprehensive index of human longing,” and she leads her readers in a poignant
meditation on desire, a condition common to humanity and slaked ultimately only in Christ. The
message I am gleaning from these excerpts from her published works is this: In every way, God
is intimately tied to our everyday life.I’ve added Means of Grace to my portable pile for another
slower read-through in 2022 and am especially eager to spend concentrated attention on the
prayers at the end of each entry, lifted from the 1928 Book of Common Prayer. Whether you are
new to Fleming Rutledge’s work (like me) or have a long history of being blessed by her
wordcraft, the collection will enhance your devotional life with glimmers of sacred fire and a
weekly challenge to sink deep roots into the means of grace God has provided. He never
intended for us to go it alone.Many thanks to Eerdmans Publishing for providing a copy of this
book to facilitate my review which is, of course, offered freely and with honesty.”

Angela Gorrell, “Grow in wisdom. A beautiful devotional book that integrates biblical reflection,
wisdom, and prayer in meaningful ways.”

The book by Fleming Rutledge has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 40 people have provided feedback.
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